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SUMMARY
We are pleased to present the County of Vermilion River – Natural Gas Utility 2020 Budget. This
Budget is developed in accordance with the Goals of providing Safe & Reliable Natural Gas, being a
Community Minded Organization, and providing a Net Benefit to County Residents.

Budget Highlights
2020 will be an exciting and busy year for Gas Utility. Construction of the CNG Vehicle Refueling
Station, renovation of the Gas Utility Shop, and continued Infrastructure Improvement and Gas
Gathering Projects, will ensure the longevity of our Utility and provide us with opportunities for growth.
Residential and Agricultural volumes are expected to remain above average as our customers take
advantage of natural gas as the most efficient fuel for heating, grain drying, power generation and
other processes. Challenging economic times will result in continued downturn in oilfield sales
volumes. This will be offset somewhat by our continually expanding gas gathering program.
The 2020 fiscal year will see Gas Utility change our process from separating all revenue and expense
categories between Industrial and Residential to a more cohesive budget process utilizing other
metrics to establish the Rate Model such as staff time, vehicle and equipment usage, and required
infrastructure.

Rates
The 2020 Budget represents no change to gas rates for 2020. Although revenues are decreased due
to the economy, we are striving to keep operational costs low and are recommending a temporary
reduction to contribution to infrastructure while still maintaining our infrastructure and reserves in
accordance with the Asset Management Plan.

Louis Genest
Director of Natural Gas Utility
October 30, 2019
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SERVICE LEVELS
GOALS / STRATEGIES

Safe & Reliable

Robust Gas System
Operational Excellence
Innovation

Community Minded

Benefit to County

Customer Awareness

Affordable Energy Source

Leading Customer &
Landowner Satisfaction

Multiple Services Offered

Community Support

Reduce Emissions/
Improve Air Quality

OBJECTIVES / TACTICS
OBJECTIVE

TACTICS

Follow Asset Management

Utilize our Asset Management Plan to guide investment into

Plan

infrastructure improvement, renewal and replacement.

Renew aging and inadequate

Active replacement and rejuvenation program for ensuring above

Above - Ground Infrastructure

ground infrastructure is replaced and renewed as equipment
approaches end of life or becomes inadequate.

Ensure infrastructure is

Utilize opportunities presented by new customer requests or

capable of meeting existing

undertake specific projects to improve pipeline capacity where

customer needs

pressure issues exist.

Meet and Exceed Operation

Using the FedGas Operations & Maintenance Manual, CSA Z662,

and Maintenance Standards

and other applicable codes and regulations as a guide, carry out a
maintenance program that meets or exceeds all applicable standards.

Follow Innovation Strategy

Utilize our Innovation Strategy to guide investment into research and
development, government and industry partnerships, and
procurement of grant funding.

Invest and Participate in

Support community events and initiatives throughout the County

Community Events and

through donations, Staff/Council participation, and use of County

Initiatives

equipment.

Aware and Informed

Utilize multiple communication mediums including Newsletters, Bill

Customers

Stuffers, Social Media, Staff Interactions, and Public Meetings to
keep customers informed of important details about the Gas Utility
and our operations.

Provide cost-savings to

Affordable rates through sound financial and asset management,

County residents through use

developing new markets, increasing industrial customers, and

of Natural Gas

providing diversified services/products.
Natural Gas solutions as a lower cost option to other energy sources
for heating, power generation, grain drying, and vehicle fuel.
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Maximum Utilization of Local

Continue to develop our natural gas infrastructure to allow us to

Excess Gas

utilize the maximum amount of excess casing (and gas well) gas
while ensuring customers are provided with safe and reliable gas
service.

HUMAN RESOURCES
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BUDGET
Annual Budget Summary
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Budget Summary by Quarter
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Revenue Sources
Sale of Gas, Transportation Tariffs, and Fixed Service Charges

We project a continued downward trend in Industrial Sales as a result of a poor oil and gas economy.
Increased Residential and Agricultural gas usage in grain drying, power generation, and building heating
will offset reduction in Industrial Sales somewhat. Additionally, continued expansion of our excess gas
gathering and transportation program will result in gradual increase to our Transportation Tariff Revenue
even with a projected reduction in operating oil facilities.
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2018-2019 Volumes
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Billable Services
Billable Services Profits to be invest back into Infrastructure

We project a continued modest increase in construction revenues as a result of expansion of our
construction services into Pipeline and RMO Tap Station construction for other gas utilities.

Figure 1: MINCO RMO #1

Grant Funding
We have been successfully obtained several major external grant/rebate funding sources including NrCan
funding for construction of our CNG Vehicle Fill Station and the Gas Alberta Rebate, which we propose to
utilize for completion of our Tap 10-20 connection. We will continue to pursue all available funding sources
including potential Federal, Provincial and Gas Alberta Funding for GHG and methane emission reductions,
FCM Funding for CNG Vehicle Conversion, and Rural Gas Grant Funding for Infill Costs and
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Expenses
Operational Expenditures Budget

Operational Expenses by Quarter

A continued focus on proactive maintenance that meets and exceeds applicable regulations, codes
and standards, will provide the County with a long-term reliable gas system that greatly exceeds its
original anticipated useful life. We are projecting a 2% increase in operational costs. This increase is
largely attributable to a needed increase to our level of service on our SCADA and GIS, as well as
several other increased cost items including insurance and memberships.

Figure 2: Emergency Supply to Residence from CNG Truck, Christmas 2018
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Capital Equipment and Infrastructure
2020 Infrastructure Capital Budget

2020 will be a year of major infrastructure investments into our Gas System with major projects,
including the following major infrastructure projects:
•

Phase II (Completion) of our Tap 10-20 South Connection
Completion of this project provides a solution to specific capacity issues south of Hwy 16, provides a
backup supply for Tap 10 and 20 south, and provides opportunities for our expansion of our gas
gathering program.

•

Christopher Lake Pipeline Acquisition
This acquisition and subsequent upgrades to our high pressure infrastructure provide an additional
source onto Tap 20 North, backing up the system north of the Lea Park Bridge and all of Tap 20, as well
as providing additional opportunities to acquire lower cost gas.

•

Household Meter Replacements
Replacement of our 200 series meters will provide improved measurement and reduce our costs in
annual repair and reverification of our 30 year old meters by moving to Measurement Canada
Compliance Sampling.
Our current process involves removal and recertification of meters every 6th year. This costs us $4555,000/year for our small diaphragm meters.
The proposed Compliance Sampling process will involve purchase of all new 200 series meters in a
single batch and installation over 5 years, then sampling and verification of small batches of meters
over an 18 year period. Then full replacement again beginning in 2038. This program will cost
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approximately $35,000/year. Additionally a replacement program solves the problem of replacement of
our automated meter reading ERT devices which have an estimated battery life of 18 years.
•

Gas Shop Addition/Renovation
Approved in 2019, this project to renovate and add onto our existing Gas Utility Shop will provide the
Gas Utility with an effective shop/office facility for our existing operations and allow for continued growth
of our Utility.

•

CNG Vehicle Refueling Station
With 50% funding from NrCan this project will allow the County to fully develop our CNG Vehicle Fleet
and provide opportunities for County residents, businesses, and commercial transportation fleets to
save money and reduce emissions by switching to compressed natural gas vehicles.
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2020 Fleet and Equipment Capital Budget

As a result of well-trained operators and excellent equipment maintenance, we have been able to
extend the life of several units in our fleet beyond their original proposed replacement year. As such,
we have only one truck and a trailer up for replacement in 2020.
We are currently evaluating the option of purchasing a directional boring unit and moving all or a
portion of that work in house. However, we are not in a position to make a recommendation on that at
this time.
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10 Year Infrastructure Capital Plan
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10 Year Fleet and Equipment Capital Plan

Continued on next page…
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